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Name:

Player:

Vakata

Attributes

Arts

Body

4d

Temple Priest

Prowess

3d

Conviction

6d

Passion

4d

To be a true priest is to be a part of one’s Deity, in a very real sense. This is no abstraction; a
priest offers up their True Name to their Deity, and if accepted, they replace it with a
reflection of that Deity’s True Name, and through it a fragment of their power.

Reason

5d

Awareness

4d

Legend
Your character may choose a second Blessing to
Activate. This Blessing remains Active until the group
travels

Heart
1d6+5

Skills
Conflict
Fight
Melee
Marksmanship

6

5
6

Social
Subterfuge
Resolve
Persuasion

6
4
5

Knowledge
Alchemy
Arcana
Lore

6
5
5

Profession
Commerce
Craft
Performance

Up to five times
in the Adventure, instead of Invoking your chosen
blessing, you may choose to select a new Blessing from the list below.

The Justicars represent the law, but alone they could never enforce it. Either as their simple
agents or as their apprentices, the Wardens are those who enforce peace and order in the
world.
Individual Wardens vary but there are many things they share; a talent for seeing through
lies and a hardiness of body and spirit. These carefully honed talents that come with this Art
help the Warden in more than just simple investigation, and by seeing the truth, they can
gain a decisive advantage in many walks of life, not least of which is survivability in
combat.
Your character has 1 additional Confidence and Guard point.

Investigation
Stealth
Logic
Notice

Survival
Fieldcraft
Athletics
Wayfaring

When the Adventure begins, pick one of the Blessings of Namatsu to use. The
chosen Blessing may be Invoked when your character has an Opportunity to Act. If
this is not a Response, invoking the Blessing uses up your Action. If it is a Response,
you may fight back but at a -1 Success penalty.

Warden

Confidence
Initiative

The Temple Priest learned their Art in the great cities, where politics can be as important as
faith. Nevertheless, the powers that they gain – and the restrictions their Deity imposes –
are quite real.

6

6

You may attempt to use a Skill with no ranks in it. In this case, halve
your dice pool, rounding down, and use a TN of 6+.

Blessings of Namatsu
Silence the Dead: Until your group next travels, all characters gain 1 Automatic
Success in opposed rolls with Risen. In addition, Risen opponents targeting your
character inflict 1 less Strain on successful attacks, to a minimum of 1 Strain.
Authority of the King: Spend 1 Confidence to roll Conviction/Resolve (0). For each
Success, you may nominate a character other than yourself to regain 1 Confidence.
Favour of The Gods: Spend 1 Confidence. All characters in the group, including
yours, gain +1 Pool to all Actions whilst this Blessing is your chosen Blessing.

Combat
Weapon

Pool
4 dice 5+

(Melee) Mace

Reach Edge
0
2

Deadliness
5+

Vitality
Guard

Protection

Strain

Light Armour

Wounds
Wound Threshold:

4

Cynical Priest
“The world is a cruel place and the Gods have left us to our
Fate; All the more reason to make Fate our own.”
You were not born to nobility, but your early life was one of
comfort and wealth nonetheless. Your parents had been born
peasants but through luck, cunning and determination, had
amassed wealth enough to secure a position of respect in the great
city of Cairnwall.
As a child, you were a quick learner, but wilful and proud of your
parents’ accomplishments. You saw yourself continuing their work,
but your parents saw a different future for you – they wanted
recognition, and so after years of careful preparations, they offered
you as a vassal to the cult of Namatsu.
With all that they’d done, your path to the priesthood was a
foregone conclusion. Your new tutors were impressed with your
intellect, but you found your new life dull beyond compare. The
irony was that you had no real faith; the words of the Gods seemed
hollow and empty to you, and yet your peers accepted you and in
time you offered your Name to Namatsu, The Silent King.
Years passed, and you gained great favour. Even without a noble
heritage, it seemed likely that you would rise to a position of high
rank within the temple, but the very idea of that future began to
seem unbearable to you. Every day brought the same meaningless
platitudes - and a mountain of paperwork. It was a safe, prosperous
life, but you felt your will and pride fading, and so, to the horror of
your parents, you joined the Slayers of the Dead.
Your new brethren in the Templars of Namatsu thought you were
mad; at nearing thirty years of age, you had little combat training,
and yet you surprised them all. For the first time in your life, you
felt alive and the Oaths that you had sworn were no longer an
empty promise. Guilt gnawed at you; in your heart, you felt you
had betrayed the path that the Silent King had laid out for you.
Just as your new brethren began to accept you, you left them, and
went into the wilderness in penance.
There, amongst the snow, you found the dead you had trained to
fight. The odds were against you and your bones ached, but with
forgiveness near at hand, you would not be stopped. The fire rose
in you and you cast your enemies down. You knew then you could
return, free of sin, but that life was a chain and you would serve
your God more truly by breaking it; thus you embraced the fire
within and turned to the road once more.

